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1. Introduction

1.1 Background & Proposal 

A Development Application (DA) is to be lodged with the City of Swan (the City) in relation to the 
development and operation of a proposed Stock Feed Grain Mill site at No. 46 Gaston Road in 

Bullsbrook (the development). The development will distribute prepared stock feed for local rural 
industry.  

The site is located in an existing rural area with limited residencies or other operations surrounding 
it and is therefore considered an appropriate site to operate the development due to processing 
being contained in one area, minimising impact to external environments and road networks.   

Discussions have been held at various times throughout the early stages of the project, during 
which the transport elements were considered and discussed.  To support the DA, it is necessary 
to prepare a supporting report in accordance with WAPC Transport Assessment Guideline for 
Developments.  WAPC Guidelines provide direction on the level of assessment which is necessary 
to carry out with respect to the traffic impact of a development proposal. Typically speaking, any 
development which is expected to generate in excess of 100 trips in the development peak hour 
requires a Transport Impact Assessment (TIA) to be undertaken, and any development 
generating less than 100 trips in the development peak hour requires a Traffic Impact Statement 
(TIS). Both types of assessment consider the operation and layout of the site, they differ in their 
assessment of external traffic impact. 

In the context of the traffic analysis undertaken, it is considered that the proposal will not 
generate more than 100 vehicles in the peak hour and so a TIS is deemed appropriate (in lieu of 
a TIA).  In this respect, GTA Consultants has been engaged by Newco Mills Pty Ltd to provide 

advice in relation to access to the site and to prepare a TIS as part of the DA submission.   

1.2 Purpose of this Report 

This report sets out an assessment of the anticipated transport implications of the proposed 
development, including consideration of the following: 

 development proposals 
 existing traffic conditions proximate to the site 
 the adequacy of the proposed site layout 
 the adequacy of the site access arrangements including consideration of RAV access 
 suitability of the proposed parking provision within the site 
 the traffic generating characteristics of the proposed development 
 the anticipated impact of the proposed development on the surrounding road 

network. 

1
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2. Development Proposal 

2.1 Development Context  

Newco Mills Pty Ltd proposes to operate a 40-tonnes per hour Stock Feed Grain Mill processing 
plant at 46 Gaston Road, Bullsbrook. The facility is intended to operate 24 hours, 5 days per week 

with vehicle movement restrictions in place. 

Currently the site is used as farmland, with the predominant land use in the area farmland also. 
The site is bounded to the north by the road reserve for Morley Road, and on all other sides by 
farmland.   

Direct access to the proposed development is gained via two crossovers located along Morley 
Road. Currently, Morley Road is a gazetted road reserve, however is used as a private driveway 
only via a worn track. It is proposed to upgrade Morley Road as part of this project to 
accommodate the relevant vehicle types between the site accesses and Muchea South Road.  

Vehicles will travel to/from the west on Morley Road to gain access to/from Muchea South Road, 
which is part of the established local road network. The intersection of Morley Road and Muchea 
South Road will also be upgraded to accommodate the relevant vehicle types. 

The proposed development can therefore be summarised as follows: 

 Construction and operation of a Stock Feed Grain Mill processing plant 
 Construction of new site crossovers from Morley Road 
 Upgrade of Morley Road between site access and Muchea South Road from current 

worn track to fully sealed carriageway 
 Upgrade of Morley Road / Muchea South Road intersection 

2.2 Indicative Site Layout 

A copy of the proposed development plan is provided at Appendix A. The proposed site access 
and car parking layouts are discussed in the following sections. 

2.3 Site Location 

The site location is shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Proposed site location 

 
(Map / Image Reproduced Courtesy of Nearmap) 

As can be seen in Figure 2.1, the site is situated within the City of Swan to the west of Muchea 

South Road and east of the Northlink Stage 3 project, 38km (approximately) to the north east of 
Perth CBD. It is located to the south of the Muchea (about 5km) while Bullsbrook is located about 
5km to the south east.  

2.4 Site Operations 

As identified the site will process raw stock feed to make it industry ready for consumption. As a 

result, there will be activity at the site associated with raw material input and finished product 
output.  

There is expected to be a total of 23 - 26 staff employed at the site, working various shifts 
throughout the 24-hour operating period. Once at the site, staff will not be required to leave to 
carry out their duties.  

To move goods to and from the site, it will be necessary to operate RAV 4 type vehicles. These 
vehicles are defined by MRWA as being up to 27.5m in length and have a maximum load of up 
to 87.5 tonnes. An extract from HVS RAV categories is provided in Figure 2.2to illustrate 

(indicatively) the type of vehicle considered. 
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Figure 2.2: Illustrative vehicle type 

Further detail on proposed staffing and site access arrangements are provided throughout the 
remainder of this report. 

2.5 Site Access 

2.5.1 RAV 

It is proposed that new Mill will commence operations in mid-2022. The primary reason for this is to 
align with the construction and opening of Northlink, and utilise this new infrastructure for site 
access. As identified, it is proposed to operate RAV vehicles at the site to support site operations. 
It will be mandated that RAV vehicles will enter / exit Morley Road from Muchea South Road 
(south) only. This limits RAV movement at the Morley Road / Muchea South Road intersection to 
left-in and right-out only and allows a direct link to the existing RAV 4 network at the Rutland Road 
/ Muchea South Road intersection approximately 1.7km to the south of Morley Road. However, it 
will be mandated that RAV vehicles operating to/from the site will travel to and from Northlink, via 
Muchea South Road/Railway Parade and Neaves Road. An illustration of the RAV vehicle access 
route is provided in Figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3: RAV Access Route 
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In this context, cognisance has been taken of the various guiding documents as it relates to WA’s 
Freight Network. In order to achieve access by these vehicles, a short section of Muchea South 

Road and Morley Road is sought to be added to the RAV 4 network, which will connect Morley 
Road to Railway Parade, which is already on the RAV network. Muchea South Road is classified 
as a Regional Distributor road, which is defined within the MRWA “RAV Network Access Strategy” 

as a “preferred route” for RAV use. On this basis, it is considered reasonable to assume that 
MRWA HVS and Road Planning Branch would consider an application to provide local access as 
is required. 

The RAV Network Access Strategy identifies five Strategic Directions for RAV networks within WA. 
Strategic Direction 2 can be considered relevant to this project, as described below. 

Strategic Direction 2: Manage the “Last Kilometre” of Freight Journeys 

As part of the RAV Network Access Strategy MRWA intend to create a route hierarchy for RAV 
vehicles, which provides strategic routes and then local routes for access. It is considered that this 

short extension of the existing RAV network can be placed in this category. 

A high-level assessment of some key design criteria has therefore been carried out for the short 
section of Muchea South Road which would be added to the RAV network. Assuming a RAV 
speed of 100km/h, the following criteria were deemed to be compliant: 

 Seal width 
 Grade 
 Entering sight distance at Morley Road 
 Stopping sight distance 

This suggests at this preliminary stage of the project, the addition of Muchea South Road to the 
RAV 4 network may be appropriate for the desired project RAV routing between Neaves Road 
and Morley Road, via Muchea South Road and Railway Parade. 

2.5.2 General Vehicles 

It is proposed that standard vehicles, typically used by staff, arrive and depart the site utilising 
Morley Road and the existing road network. No specific road upgrades are required to 
accommodate these vehicle types. 

2.5.3 Road and Intersection Designs 

As identified, it is necessary to upgrade Morley Road and the Morley Road / Muchea South Road 
intersection from its current worn-track arrangement to allow vehicles to enter and exit the site. 
They key element of this road and intersection design is its ability to accommodate the RAV 4 
vehicles which will be required to use it. In this context, the road and intersection have been 
designed with reference to the following: 

 Austroads Guide to Road Design 
 MRWA supplements to Austroads Guide to Road Design 
 MRWA Standard Restricted Access Vehicle (RAV) Route Assessment Guidelines (July 

2017) 

The road and intersection designs are provided at Appendix B, illustrating the proposed design 
together with annotations for the key design criteria adopted.  

Under the current road configuration and speed limits on Muchea South Road, it is not possible to 
satisfy some of the key design requirements prevalent under the above standards, namely 
intersection visibility and sight distances.  
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In this context, in association with the development proposal and to provide the ability to 
achieve the key design criteria it is proposed to utilise land directly to the south of the site to 

provide adequate sight distance for the intersection. Typically, sight-distance calculations are 
limited to not crossing the cadastral boundary meaning entering sight-distance at Morley Road / 
Muchea South Road is limited to 206m. However, in this particular application given the rural land 

use characteristics of the area and the requirement of City of Swan for landowners to maintain a 
3m fire break it is reasonable to assume the first 3m into the property will remain clear into the 
future. Utilising this 3m of space available sight distance increases to at least 450m sufficient for 
vehicle exiting Morley Road to pick a gap in traffic. 

The key design criteria adopted for the road and intersection design are set out below and have 
been adopted within the design presented at Appendix B. 

 Design Vehicle: MRWA RAV 4 Network vehicle 
 General vehicle design speed: 100km/h (110 km/h posted speed) 
 RAV design speed: 90km/h (assuming mandated 20km/h reduction over general 

posted speed limit) 
 Entering sight distance: 260m (based on MRWA RAV Route Assessment Guidelines 

Appendix F) 
 Stopping sight distance: 137m (based on MRWA RAV Route Assessment Guidelines 

Appendix E) 
 Morley Road carriageway width: 7.6m (based on MRWA RAV Route Assessment 

Guidelines Appendix B) 

 Morley Road sealed carriageway width: 5.6m (based on MRWA RAV Route Assessment 
Guidelines Appendix B). 

It is acknowledged that vehicles cannot turn to and from the intersection concurrently, however 
the intersection is configured such that vehicles entering Morley Road can do so without 
conflicting with a vehicle existing Morley Road and waiting at the hold line. Given the rural 
context of the development and the estimated traffic demands (refer Section 5) this is 
considered an appropriate outcome. 
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3. Existing Conditions and Upgrades

3.1 Road Access 

The site is situated about 420m to the west of Muchea South Road, which will act as the main 
access route for the proposed development. Direct access to the proposed development is 
gained via Morley Road which will be upgraded to accommodate two-way traffic on a sealed 
carriageway. Presently, Muchea South Road / Morley Road intersection is essentially a private 
driveway and as such, no formal intersection treatments exist. Figure 3.1 illustrates the current 
arrangement at this location. 

Figure 3.1: Existing Morley Road / Muchea South Road access 

GTA has undertaken a review of each of the roads and intersections relied upon to facilitate 
vehicle access to the site. The results of this review are set out in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. 

3.1.1 Road Links 

Table 3.1: Road Network Details 

Road 
Name 

No. traffic 
lanes 

Road Type 
(according to 

MRWA) 

Daily Traffic 
Volume 

Speed Limit 
RAV 

Network 
Category 

Muchea 
South Road 
(north of 
Rutland 
Road) 

one traffic 
lane in each 
direction 

Regional 
Distributor * 

2,800 vpd 
(February 2016) 

110km/h north of Gaston Road 
90km/h south of Gaston Road 

None 

Morley Road 
Road currently unconstructed. Worn track only, but is a gazetted road corridor for future 
construction. 

Rutland 
Road 

one traffic 
lane in each 
direction 

Regional 
Distributor 

4,500 vpd 
(February 2016) 

100km/h RAV 6 

3
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Railway 
Parade 
(south of 
Rutland 
Road) 

one traffic 
lane in each 
direction 

Regional 
Distributor 

No data 
available 

90km/h in vicinity of project RAV 4 

*Note: Draft Bullsbrook Local Area Plan Discussions Paper (March) 2017 defines Muchea South Road as a 
“District Distributor B” type road. However, it is suggested that at present the route does operate as a 
Regional Distributor. 

3.1.2 Intersections 

Table 3.2: Intersection details 

Intersecting Roads Existing Intersection Form Existing Intersection Treatments 

Muchea South Road / 
Morley Road 

No intersection present. Driveway only. Road corridor / intersection gazetted for 
future construction. 

Muchea South Road / 
Rutland Road / Railway 
Parade 

3-arm priority 

Small carriageway widening for right turn into 
Rutland Road from Railway Parade. (Note: this is 
narrow but sufficient in width to slowly pass a 
stationary vehicle waiting to turn right).  

3.2 Future Road Network 

In addition to the above, the road network surrounding the site, and the traffic mix and volumes 
travelling on it, will change significantly due to the provision of Northlink. Ultimately, an access to 
Northlink will be provided via Neaves Road (to the south of the site) and it is envisaged that this 
will invoke some local changes and needs from the road network in this area.  

To inform the analysis, GTA also obtained ROM24 future year traffic data to identify how traffic 
flows and road networks in the area may change in the 2031 ROM24 scenario. The comparisons 
on the key roads are set out in Table 3.3 

Table 3.3: Future volume comparisons 

Road 
Name 

Existing Future (2031) 

No. traffic lanes Daily Traffic Volume No. traffic lanes Daily Traffic Volume 

Muchea 
South Road 

one traffic lane in 
each direction 

2,800 vpd (February 
2016) 

one traffic lane in each 
direction 

100 vpd 

Morley Road Not modelled in ROM24. 

Rutland 
Road 

one traffic lane in 
each direction 

4,500 vpd (February 
2016) 

one traffic lane in each 
direction 

3,100 vpd 

Railway 
Parade 

one traffic lane in 
each direction No data available 

one traffic lane in each 
direction 3,200 vpd 

Generally speaking, 2031 volumes on the roads local to the site, which will be relied upon for 
access, will be lower. This is primarily due to the introduction of Northlink. Specifically, the 
introduction of Northlink will reduce the need for drivers from Brand Highway and Muchea to 
travel on Muchea South Road. It should be noted that these 2031 volumes should not be used for 
modelling at this DA level of assessment, but can give a general indication of trends for this 
purpose. In this context, it is expected that the 100-vehicle daily traffic volume on Muchea South 
Road in 2031 demonstrates the dramatic reduction in traffic along Muchea South Road on the 
completion of the Northlink Project.  
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3.3 Walking and Cycling 

There is no specific pedestrian or cycle infrastructure present within a reasonable distance (by 
each mode) of the proposed development. However, site personnel are expected to commute 
to the site with their own vehicles and car-pool where possible, with no demand therefore for 

walking and cycling. 

Given the rural nature of the site and the long distance to nearest townsites (about 5km to 
Muchea and Bullsbrook), it is anticipated that walking demand will be negligible from the site to 

other walking generators. 

Any cyclists in the area local to the development site currently travel on the established road 
networks.   

3.4 Public Transport 

No bus stops currently exist on Muchea South Road in the vicinity of the site. The nearest bus 
service operates in excess of 5km from the development site in Bullsbrook. According to advice 
received from Newco Mills, site personnel are expected to commute to the site with their own 
vehicles and car-pool where possible. Therefore, it can be reasonably considered that any 
demand for public transport from the proposed development will be unlikely, nor will the 
proposed development justify the investigation of operating new public transport services in the 
area. 
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4. Parking

4.1 Layout and Use 

The proposed parking layout can be seen in Appendix A. All operational parking for the 
proposed Mill is to be provided on-site, with 30 bays to be provided for employee and visitor light 

vehicle parking. 

Site operation vehicles (trucks), will be accommodated via various parking and layover areas 
within the site which has been specifically designed to facilitate efficient site operations. 

The light vehicle car park layout has been designed in accordance with Australian Standard 
2890.1 Parking Facilities - Part 1: Off Street Parking. 

The suitability of the provision of light vehicle parking spaces is considered below. Operational 
vehicle parking has not been considered as this is not parking in the traditional sense, rather short-
term layover to allow delivery or pick-up of material. 

4.2 Car Parking Provision 

The car parking provision requirements for developments in the City of Swan are set out in Local 
Planning Policy POL-TP-129 Vehicle Parking Standards.  These requirements as applicable to the 
proposed development are detailed in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: City of Swan Car Parking Requirements 

Proposed Land Use Size Statutory Parking Rate Statutory Parking 
Requirement 

Industrial (Rural) 26 employees 
1 spaces per 100sq.m GLA; or 

1 space per person employed; 
whichever is the greater 

26 spaces 

Based on the City of Swan’s land use parking requirements, the proposed development is 
required to provide a minimum of 26 parking spaces.  

4.3 Empirical Assessment 

Given the proposed land use and nature of staffing at the development, the application of a unit 
rate of car parking per employee if not considered appropriate in this instance.  

Utilising the proposed employee data for the site, it is possible to determine the level of parking 
required. Using the conservative approach and assuming all staff will drive to the site alone in 
their own private vehicle, in association with shift start and end times a parking occupation profile 
has been produced, as presented in Figure 4.1. 

4
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Figure 4.1: Staff parking occupation profile 

Peak parking occupation occurs between 13:30 and 14:00 when a total of 23 vehicles are 
parked on-site for a short period with the general maximum being 21 vehicles. In addition, three 
seasonal staff may increase shift numbers during seasonal harvest fluctuations, as such these 3 
vehicles will also park in the main 30 vehicle capacity carpark. The effective maximum in the 
carpark therefore is 26 vehicles. 

It is proposed to provide 30 car parking spaces for employees on site, which will allow the site to 

operate with a small surplus of parking and meet the operational requirements. 
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5. Traffic Impact Assessment

5.1 Trip Generation 

The traffic generation from the site is based on the anticipated movements of the different 
vehicle types on site. The expected traffic movements from the proposed development are 
based upon operational data provided by Newco Mills, as set out below. 

5.1.1 Staff Vehicles 

There will be up to 26 people employed at the site, with a maximum of up to 23 people on site at 
any one time. Shift details are set out below:  

 

 

 

 

 

Standard staff – 7 employees each day with a shift of 0830-1700 
Day staff – 7 employees each day with a shift of 0700-1600 
Early shift – 4-5 employees each day with a shift of 0600-1400 
Back shift – 3-4 employees each day with a shift of 1400-2200 
Night shift – 2-3 employees each day with a shift of 2200-0600 

In order to convert the above into a vehicle demand profile, it has been conservatively assumed 
that all staff will arrive alone in their own vehicle and will arrive within the 30-minute period prior to 
their shift start and depart in the 30-minute period post shift end. 

Figure 5.1: Staff arrivals and departures 

As presented in Figure 5.1, the maximum vehicle activity periods for staff are associated with the 
shift start and end times. Peak arrivals occur between 0630-0700 and 0800-0830 when 7 vehicles 
arrive in each period. Similarly, the peak departure periods occur (7 vehicles each) between 
1600-1630 and 1700-1730. 

5
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In combination, the peak period for staff vehicle movements occurs between 0600-0700 when 10 
vehicles arrive and five depart. 

5.1.2 Operational Vehicles 

Based upon some key assumptions around plant capacity and operational efficiency, it is 
estimated that the site will generate up to 55 heavy vehicle movements (up to RAV 4 size 
vehicles) per day between the hours of 0600 to 2200.  

It is intended that these trucks operate throughout the day and so the site will generate and 
average of 2-3 truck movements per hour, that is 2-3 arrivals and 2-3 departures. 

Where possible, and for time and cost efficient operations, vehicles delivering raw material to the 
site will be utilised also for removing finished product. It is expected this could occur for up to 15% 
of deliveries per day. In this context, the 2-3 vehicle arrival and departure estimate above is a 
worst case scenario. 

Additionally, 4 rigid (HR) wholesale delivery trucks will pickup finished goods for distribution 
throughout the daytime period between 0600 to 1700.  

5.1.3 Combined Activity 

In a worst-case scenario, combining the peak staff vehicles between 0600-0700 of seven arrivals 
and three departures to the estimated two to three operational vehicle arrivals and departures 
represents the development peak hour. A summary of morning and evening peak and daily 
vehicle activity is presented in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1:  Site Trip Generation Summary 

Site 

Morning Peak 
(0600-0700) 

Evening Peak 
(1600-1700 and 1700-1800) 

Daily Total 

In Out Two-
way 

In Out Two-
way 

In Out Two-
way 

Employees 12 3 15 0 14 14 26 26 52 

Operational 4 4 8 4 4 8 44 44 88 

Total 16 7 23 4 18 22 70 70 140 

The site is expected therefore to generate a maximum of 25 in the development peak hour and 
around 140 vehicles per day. 

5.2 Traffic Impact 

As discussed previously in Section 3.1, Muchea South Road is currently carrying 2,820 vpd 
(approx.) referencing February 2016 traffic data obtained from Main Roads WA online traffic 
database, with peak hour activity set out below: 

o 207 veh/hr in the AM peak (85 veh/hr northbound, and 122 veh/hr southbound)
o 266 veh/hr in the PM peak (143 veh/hr northbound, and 123 veh/hr southbound)

In the context of ROM24 traffic data previously discussed, it is expected these traffic flows may 
reduce. The level of reduction however is unknown due to the nature of the ROM data. For the 

purpose of this assessment, it has been assumed no growth in traffic will occur between now and 
2031. 
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WAPC Guidelines indicate that no capacity analysis is required for subdivisions or individual 
developments generating in the order of 10 – 100 vehicle trips in the peak hour, as the impact of 

these trips is expected to be negligible on the operations of the surrounding road network.  

As outlined in Table 5.1, the proposed development is expected to generate a maximum of 23 
vehicle movements per hour. In this context, the impact of the proposed development on the 

surrounding road network is expected to be insignificant.   

The development is expected to generate 140 vehicular trips per day, which means that the 
development proposal will result in an insignificant increase in daily traffic volumes along Muchea 
South Road as detailed in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2:  Two Way Daily Traffic on Muchea South Road – With and Without the Development 

Road 

Current Two Way Daily 
Traffic Flows - Without 

Development 

(veh/day) 

Expected Two Way Daily 
Traffic Flows - With 

Development 

(veh/day) 

Percentage Increase (%) 

Muchea South 
Road 

2,800 2,940 (+140) 5.9% 

On this basis, it is expected that this small increase in traffic movements would not have a 
significant traffic impact on the operation of the road network proximate to the site. 

In addition to this, Table 2.4 from Austroads publication, Guide to Traffic Management Part 6 – 
Intersections, Interchanges and Crossings (2007), provides an initial guide to determine the need 
for a detailed traffic analysis. According to Austroads guidelines, when the volumes at an 
intersection are less than those shown in Table 5.3, a detailed analysis to demonstrate that 
adequate capacity is available is unlikely to be necessary. 

Table 5.3:  Application of Austroads Guidelines to the Access Intersection during the AM Peak Period 

Source Two-Way Major Road Flow (veh/hr) Two-Way Minor Road Flow (veh/hr) 

Austroads 
Guidelines 

400 250 

500 200 

650 100 

Intersection Two-Way Major Road Flow (veh/hr) Two-Way Minor Road Flow (veh/hr) 

Muchea South 
Road / Morley 

Road 
266 25 

As detailed in Table 5.3, when applying the trip generation figures and the current traffic flows on 
Muchea South Road, it can be seen that the intersection of Muchea South Road and Morley 
Road will not exceed these thresholds, and therefore no further assessment is required on the 
intersection as it is expected to have adequate capacity during the peak hour. 

6
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6. Summary and Conclusion

Based on the analysis and discussions presented within this report, the following is highlighted: 

Summary 
 It is proposed to operate a Stock Feed Grain Mill site in Bullsbrook, located off Morley 

Road and in close proximity to Muchea South Road. 
 GTA has prepared a Transport Impact Statement to consider the traffic impact of the 

proposed development. 

 Access to the proposed development is gained via a newly constructed road at Morley 
Road which will connect to Muchea South Road via a newly constructed three-way 
intersection. 

Conclusion 
 The traffic impact of the development is estimated to be negligible, demonstrated by 

the following:  

 The development will provide 30 parking bays on-site for to accommodate staff. 
Parking for operational vehicles is not required and their movements within the site 
layout and adequately catered for. 

 The development proposal could generate up to 23 vehicle trips in the AM peak 

hour, and around 22 vehicle trips in the PM peak. It is estimated to generated 
around 140 vehicles on a daily basis. 
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